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Abstract
Short text messages used in micro-blogging platforms have specific characteristics making them difficult to process with exist-
ing natural language tools, trained on regular text. This paper presents challenges encountered while creating a representative
corpus of Romanian micro-blogging text; in this phase we focus on Twitter messages. Once completed, this would become an
extension of the Representative Corpus of the Contemporary Romanian Language (CoRoLa) and will be made available to the
research community using similar interfaces.
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1. Introduction

Following the successful creation of a national repre-
sentative corpus of the contemporary Romanian lan-
guage (Tufis, et al., 2019), we turned our attention to the
social media texts, as present in micro-blogging plat-
forms. These platforms are characterized by brevity,
thus the high number of contractions, abbreviations and
emoticons to convey messages. They are also informal
manifestation of communication, sometimes even col-
loquial. Using snippets of text in a foreign language is
sometimes a way of making the message shorter and
faster to deliver, but such strings also carry pragmatic
information (Vogh, 2022). Code-switching can occur
frequently in such messages, making them difficult to
process and even to detect automatically the languages
employed by the user (Das and Gambäck, 2013). Fur-
thermore, specific features such as hashtags, user ref-
erences and links are also present. All these charac-
teristics of the language used in micro-blogging make
models trained on regular texts to be less effective on
micro-blogging texts. This has lead to the creation of
specialized language models, such as the contextual
model BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020) or the Spanish
COVID-19 Twitter embeddings (Miranda-Escalada et
al., 2021a; Miranda-Escalada et al., 2021b). By using
such dedicated contextual models, it becomes possi-
ble to outperform other general models on downstream
tasks applied to micro-blogging text. However, such
dedicated models are not available for all languages,
and more specifically they are not available for the Ro-
manian language.

Twitter is one of the most popular micro-blogging plat-
forms. In recent years it has been used for studying
the propagation of different news, including COVID-
19 information (Lopez and Gallemore, 2021; Larson,
2020). It offers a high-level API, allowing searching
for tweets based on different criteria, including specific

queries and language. We started the creation of a Ro-
manian micro-blogging corpus by employing this API
to gather a large collection of text1. However, in spite
of the easiness to build the raw text collection, we are
faced with different issues regarding corpus annotation
and management. Even though additional platforms
will be considered for inclusion in a later stage (such
as Reddit, Tumblr or Gab), we consider that tackling
the problems related to Twitter messages will be a rel-
evant step for all the micro-blogging content. Hence,
currently, we are focusing on the Twitter platform.
Our main goal is to make the micro-blogging corpus
part of the representative corpus of the Romanian lan-
guage, allowing it to be exploited in the same way. This
means a similar processing pipeline must be applicable.
Finally, the resulting data needs to be indexed consis-
tently. The national corpus is indexed by the KorAP
Corpus Analysis Platform (Bański et al., 2012) and is
queried by users familiar with its query languages and
web interface. For centralization purposes and for fa-
cilitating the user experience, it would make sense to
use the same platform for the new micro-blogging cor-
pus.
In this paper, we present the current activities as well
as the challenges faced when trying to apply existing
tools (for both annotation and indexing) to a Romanian
language micro-blogging corpus. These challenges
are encountered at all annotation levels, including to-
kenization, and at the indexing stage. We consider
that existing tools for Romanian language processing
must be adapted to recognize features such as emoti-
cons, emojis, hashtags, unusual abbreviations, elon-
gated words (commonly used for emphasis in micro-
blogging), multiple words joined together (within or
outside hashtags), and code-mixed text: see the adapta-
tions to social media of processing tools such as Stan-

1The gathering process is still in progress
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ford part of speech tagger (Derczynski et al., 2013),
OpenNLP (Ritter et al., 2011), or GATE (Bontcheva et
al., 2013). We analyse these features with emphasis on
the Romanian language.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
related work, Section 3 describes the corpus collection
process, Section 4 provides challenges related to cor-
pus indexing, Section 5 introduces a manually anno-
tated sub-corpus, and finally conclusions are given in
Section 6.

2. Related work
Among different types of corpora, a new one has
emerged in the last decades: computer-mediated com-
munication (CMC) corpus. It includes collections of
blog posts, forums posts, comments on news websites,
social media, mobile phone applications, e-mails and
chat rooms exchanges. Corpora of texts from social
media platforms of the type micro-blogging have been
collected for various languages: German and Danish
(Bick, 2020), English (Sharma et al., 2020), Turkish
(Çöltekin, 2020), Chinese (Wang et al., 2012), Roma-
nian (Manolescu and Çöltekin, 2021), Arabic (Zaatari
et al., 2016), Italian (Sanguinetti et al., 2018), French
(Mazoyer et al., 2020) and others2

The interest in working with texts collected from such
sources manifest in connection to various tasks, such as
sentiment analysis applications development (Sharma
et al., 2020; Cieliebak et al., 2017), the need to improve
NLP tasks such as word segmentation (Wang et al.,
2012), annotation of emotions (Roberts et al., 2012),
credibility analysis (Zaatari et al., 2016), event detec-
tion (Mazoyer et al., 2020), linguistic phenomena man-
ifested on micro-blogging platforms (Coats, 2019) and
others. However, detection of hate speech is the inter-
est preoccupying most of those focusing their research
on micro-blogging platforms (Bick, 2020; Çöltekin,
2020; Manolescu and Çöltekin, 2021; Sanguinetti et
al., 2018).
Developers and maintainers of large, usually national
corpora have manifested interest in reflecting the
language from social media sites, including micro-
blogging platforms, in their data (Kren, 2020).

3. Corpus collection
For the purposes of gathering the Twitter corpus, we
constructed a crawler employing the Twitter API for
Academic Research. Since we are interested both in
Romanian-only tweets and in code-mixed texts (em-
ploying at least a few Romanian words), the crawler
can use either the Twitter language detection or queries
based on lists of expressions constructed by hand.
The queries are periodically executed retrieving newly
posted messages. Furthermore, even though it cur-
rently integrates only the Twitter API, the crawler is

2Some CMC corpora are available for browsing or down-
load in a CLARIN repository at https://www.clarin.
eu/resource-families/cmc-corpora.

Listing 1: Example retweeted message

RT @AnonymousUser1 : A long r e t w e e t e d
message t h a t g e t s t r u n c . . .

built in a modular way, allowing the use of other APIs
in the future.
Messages are retrieved in the API specific JSON for-
mat. Following the retrieval, a second process trans-
forms the messages into text documents. At this step a
filtering operation is applied in order to remove dupli-
cated messages (employing the message identifier) and
to apply a primary anonymization function by remov-
ing usernames and URLs. We further remove messages
that contain less than 3 words.
Specific to social networks is the sharing of messages
with a user’s friends or followers. In Twitter this mech-
anism is called retweeting. The same message is redis-
tributed by another user with only small changes: pos-
sibly adding “RT” in front of the message, and some-
times adding the user that initially posted the message.
In case of long messages the retweeted message could
get truncated to obey the API size restrictions. An ex-
ample of a possible retweet associated with the mes-
sage “A long retweeted message that gets truncated.”
is given in Listing 1. It is worth noting that techni-
cally there is no rule about the way a retweeted mes-
sage should look like. The actual format is dependent
on the application used to generate the message. Some
retweets do not start with “RT”, do not contain a user
being mentioned or even contain a list of users.
From a linguistic perspective, the presence of retweets
does not provide any useful information. Truncation of
messages further complicates their processing. There-
fore, in the final version of the corpus, such messages
will be removed to avoid unnecessary text duplica-
tion. Preliminary statistics on the collected data indi-
cate a number of 759,719 raw JSON files. After ap-
plying the process of removing tweets with less than 3
words and converting to text, we are currently left with
741,940 text files. These files will need to undergo a
final operation of removing retweets. The already re-
moved files contain mostly user mentions, URLs, emo-
jis or emoticons. However, a closer look at the re-
moved files show the presence of messages such as
“Felicitări, @AnonymousUser! <url>” (“Congratula-
tions, @AnonymousUser! <url>”). Even though such
messages may be deemed uninteresting, it is still de-
batable whether or not to keep a small number of files
for indexing or for training language models.

4. Corpus indexing
Krill3, the search module in KorAP, indexes and pro-
vides search opportunities on textual data (the Twitter
content in our case), various layers of annotation data

3https://github.com/KorAP/Krill

https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families/cmc-corpora
https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families/cmc-corpora
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and the documents metadata (Diewald and Margaretha,
2016). Micro-blogging posts have specific characteris-
tics in terms of metadata, that are not in the lines of the
metadata used to describe and index CoRoLa: for ex-
ample, instead of an author (as documents in CoRoLa
and other KorAP indexed corpora have), a tweet has a
username associated to it. However, due to anonymiza-
tion requirements, this username may not be used in
a publicly available interface. Furthermore, to reduce
de-anonymization attacks it is not feasible to replace a
username with the same identifier in multiple instances.
Document classification metadata fields usually used to
index corpora may be difficult to provide: the domain
for each post is not easy to identify, even if the corpus
gathering process is based on a curated term list, while
a literary genre specific to social media is yet to be the-
orised. A Twitter post has no title, publisher or other
regular metadata fields. Nevertheless, other character-
istics may be present, such as if the message is part of
a conversation or if it is a retweet.
For indexing the corpus in KorAP Corpus Analysis
Platform, a conversion chain has to be executed to con-
vert the local data and metadata files first to the I5
format (Lüngen and Sperberg-McQueen, 2012) (which
is a TEI customization used in the German Reference
Corpus DeReKo (Kupietz et al., 2010)), then to a pro-
prietary KorAP-XML 4 format and finally to a format
compatible with the Krill indexer. At the moment, there
is a simple solution to deal with the Twitter metadata
that has already been used for Twitter-Sample Corpus
in DeReKo: I5 metadata format was extended to sup-
port external links with arbitrary titles to reference the
Twitter posts, since the title field is a mandatory field
in KorAP indexing process. For dealing with metadata
information about retweets, replies, hashtags and other
Twitter specific metadata information, a special class
could be written in the future in korapxml2krilll5. The
KorAP platform distributes data annotation on differ-
ent layers, with a base layer containing the form of the
word and subsequent layers dealing with e.g. lemma
information, morpho-syntactic information (POS tag-
ging), syntactic information, etc. The Twitter cor-
pus comes with a supplementary layer for the specific
named entity (NE) annotation, which will require fur-
ther adaptations of the indexing process.
For releasing the corpus, we need to provide sufficient
anonymization, as demanded by different regulations,
such as the GDPR, and also comply with Twitter’s
requirements. We examine the suitability of existing
anonymization solutions for the Romanian language
(Păis, et al., 2021a), and find they also need to be made
aware of micro-blogging specific features, such as user
specification and people names appearing in hashtags
or in other unusual formats (lowercase letters, elon-
gated names, first name and last name joined together

4https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-XML-Krill#about-
korap-xml

5https://github.com/KorAP/KorAP-XML-Krill

without spaces).
A micro-blogging corpus comes with the additional
challenge of being composed of a large number of files.
Each file contains only a small number of sentences
(usually one sentence). This may impose additional
restrictions on the storage sub-system, for both pro-
cessing and querying, requiring the ability to handle
such a large number of files. However, it also offers
an opportunity to exploit parallel processing pipelines,
where the text can be distributed across a large number
of processes, hosted on multiple servers. Prior to index-
ing it, the corpus must be tokenized and enhanced with
token-level annotations. For this purpose, the available
parallelization features in our RELATE platform (Păis,
et al., 2020) are exploited in order to process a large
volume of text in a manageable amount of time.

5. Manually annotated sub-corpus
In order to properly evaluate existing Romanian text
processing pipelines and potentially train new ones
specific to micro-blogging text, a small sub-corpus will
be manually annotated. In a first phase, this annota-
tion process will include named entity identification
and classification of code-mixed messages (identify-
ing also messages mostly written in foreign languages).
Named entities will be marked at text span level, thus
enabling us to check existing tokenization tools. As
previously mentioned, we expect to encounter issues
with named entities embedded in hashtags or other spe-
cific text structures.
In order to annotate the corpus with named entities,
nine classes of entities were chosen. These classes
will allow for evaluating recently created Romanian
language NER systems (Păiş et al., 2021; Păis, , 2019;
Mitrofan and Păiş, 2022; Mitrofan, 2019) and will ac-
count for the social messaging activities in the context
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Each class of entities is
briefly described below:

• Organization (ORG) entities are limited to cor-
porations, agencies, and other groups of people
defined by an established organizational struc-
ture. The annotation process will mark text spans
clearly indicating the name of an organization.
Examples: Facebook, Guvernul (“the govern-
ment”), PSD, #ConsConRo.

• Person (PER) entities are regularly limited to hu-
mans. A person may be a single individual or a
group. By extension, the same label is attached
to fictional characters or references to religious
figures. Examples: Adela, Mos, Crăciun (“Santa
Claus”), Niculina Stoican.

• Location (LOC) entities are limited to geographi-
cal entities such as geographical areas and land-
masses, bodies of water, and geological forma-
tions, denoted by a proper name. The annotation
process will identify the name associated with a
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location entity, without additional words, unless
these words are part of the official entity name.
Examples: România, Parcul Tineretului, Lacul
Sfânta Ana (“Lake Saint Ana”).

• Time (TIME) expressions tell us when something
happened, how long something lasted, or how of-
ten something occurs. Sometimes the precise date
cannot be determined, allowing for expressions
indicating periods of time. Examples: astăzi (“to-
day”), 15 septembrie (“September 15”), Crăciun
(“Christmas”).

• Legal references (LEGAL) are designations (the
title of a legal document) or expressions point-
ing to another legal document. Examples: legea
13/2021 (“law 13/2021”), constitut,ia (“the Con-
stitution”).

• Anatomical parts (ANAT) class contains mentions
of anatomical parts, parts of the human body, or-
gans, components of organs, tissues, cells, cellu-
lar components. Examples: cap (“head”), mâini
(“hands”), ficat (“liver”).

• Chemical and drugs (CHEM) class contains men-
tions of amino acids, peptides, proteins, antibi-
otics, active substances, drugs, enzymes, hor-
mones, receptors. Examples: sodiu (“sodium”),
vaccin (“vaccine”).

• Disorders (DISO) class contains mentions of
anatomical abnormalities, congenital anomalies,
diseases, syndromes, lesions, symptoms. Exam-
ples: diabet (“diabetes”), COVID.

• Medical devices (MED DEVICE) class contains
mentions of any device intended to be used for
medical purposes. Examples: stetoscop (“stetho-
scope”).

The annotators followed specific guidelines, inspired in
part by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) guide-
lines 6 for annotation of named entities. More specif-
ically, regarding the annotations with the ORG, PER,
LOC and LEGAL classes, the guidelines presented in
both previous works (Păis, , 2019; Păiş et al., 2021) were
followed. In order to annotate the corpus with named
entities specific to the medical domain (CHEM, DISO,
MED DEVICE), the annotators followed the specific
guidelines described in (Mitrofan, 2017; Mitrofan et
al., 2019). However, these guidelines had to be adapted
to include elements specific to micro-blogging texts,
such as NEs present in hashtags, unusual abbreviations
or spelling, and words linked together.
Similar to other NE gold corpora creation activities,
we had to clearly define each type of entity. During

6https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/sites/www.
ldc.upenn.edu/files/english-edt-v4.2.6.
pdf

the annotation process some issues were identified and
required further clarifications. Nevertheless, since we
also wanted to be able to use the newly annotated cor-
pus to evaluate and adapt existing tools to the social-
media domain, we were constrained by already exist-
ing annotation guidelines, such as the one7 used for
annotating the LegalNERo corpus (Păis, et al., 2021b).
Some interesting NE annotation instances that we en-
countered and needed to be deliberated were:

• metonymies of the type places for organizations
are also annotated as LOC: in “Thailand will or-
ganize the voting process” the word “Thailand” is
annotated as LOC, though it refers to the govern-
ment of the country;

• imbricated entities are not annotated: only the
wider string is annotated: e.g., in the string
primăria din Tecuci one could identify two enti-
ties: the LOC Tecuci and the ORG primăria din
Tecuci; however, only the latter is annotated. An
exception is made for the LEGAL entity class
which has sub-entities annotated (this is due to the
LegalNERo guidelines);

• only sequences that unambiguously identify a
named entity are annotated: e.g., un frate al lui
Mbape “one of Mbape’s brothers” may refer to
any of Mbape’s brothers, thus not being annotated,
while Mbape is a clearly identified person. How-
ever “podul peste Dunăre de la Brăila” (“Brăila
bridge over the Danube”) is a location entity since
it is clearly defined, even though it lacks an actual
name.

Classification of the tweet files is done according to 4
different axes, which will be encoded in the corpus as
attributes at metadata level:

• Language = Romanian or Mixed RO+English or
Mixed RO+Other or Other. For this attribute, we
based our classification on the distinction between
linguistic borrowing and code-switching phenom-
ena: the borrowing occurs at lexical level - mostly
when the concept to be expressed is not lexicalised
in the spoken language or when the speaker has
a momentary lapse - and it involves using a sin-
gle (simple or compound) word from another lan-
guage; the code-switching occurs at the syntac-
tic level - for pragmatic reasons like communicat-
ing emotions or the need to be understood only by
some listeners and not others - and it involves the
alternative use of (most often) two languages by
combining longer sequences of words.

• Sentiment = Neutral or Positive or Negative. The
Sentiment is Positive or Negative if it is directly

7https://relate.racai.ro/resources/
legalnero/legalnero_annotation_guide.pdf

https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/sites/www.ldc.upenn.edu/files/english-edt-v4.2.6.pdf
https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/sites/www.ldc.upenn.edu/files/english-edt-v4.2.6.pdf
https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/sites/www.ldc.upenn.edu/files/english-edt-v4.2.6.pdf
https://relate.racai.ro/resources/legalnero/legalnero_annotation_guide.pdf
https://relate.racai.ro/resources/legalnero/legalnero_annotation_guide.pdf
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expressed by the tweet author but the text is classi-
fied as Neutral if it speaks in objective/journalistic
manner about an unhappy event.

• Hate = No or Yes. This attribute encodes the pres-
ence in the tweet text of hate speech elements,
expressed by harmful and offensive statements
against specific categories of persons or even cer-
tain persons.

• Language Type = Regular or Social Media Slang.
This attribute is meant to spot messages using
micro-blogging specific language (the so-called
social media slang), clearly different from regular
text (for example ”LOL!!! :) :D”).

Both annotation and classification are handled within
the RELATE8 platform (Păis, et al., 2020; Păis, , 2020).
For NER annotations, we defined a custom profile for
the integrated BRAT9 (Stenetorp et al., 2012) compo-
nent. Classification is handled through a custom com-
ponent available in the RELATE platform. The annota-
tor’s interface is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Annotation interface within the RELATE
platform.

The tweets were split into multiple batches (with
500 messages in each batch) which were distributed
amongst annotators (currently 7 annotators are in-
volved). A number of files are common between at
least three annotators, which will allow us to compute
inter-annotator agreement metrics at the end of the an-
notation process. Periodic meetings are being held in
order to identify and document potential issues early
in the process, discuss and decide upon the right solu-
tions. In order to encourage a certain level of competi-
tion between annotators, a simple dashboard was devel-
oped within the RELATE platform. This presents basic
information, such as the number of files each annota-
tor worked on and a graphical display (with changing
colors) indicating the remaining work to be done. A
snapshot of the dashboard is given in Figure 2.
The current annotation effort aims at annotating 21
batches of 500 messages. Each batch is split into 300
files unique to the batch and 200 files found in two
other batches for agreement calculation. This leads to
a number of 7,800 total distinct messages. Computing

8https://relate.racai.ro
9https://brat.nlplab.org/

Figure 2: Dashboard for the annotation process.

the average number of entities annotated in 7 batches,
we notice the presence of 733 NEs in each batch (cor-
responding to 1.47 NEs in each file). Therefore we es-
timate a final value of approximately 11,466 total enti-
ties.

6. Conclusion
This paper introduced the first steps taken towards ex-
tending the representative corpus of the contemporary
Romanian language (CoRoLa) with a micro-blogging
corpus. At this stage we focused only on Twitter, while
developing the mechanisms which will allow us to ex-
tend the endeavour to other social media platforms as
well. We presented the challenges encountered while
working on this new Romanian corpus and we are ac-
tively working on solving the remaining issues. Fur-
thermore, we are currently creating a manually anno-
tated gold sub-corpus which will allow us to evaluate
existing tools for micro-blogging text and train dedi-
cated models. In turn, this will allow us to extend exist-
ing Romanian anonymization tools (Păis, et al., 2021a)
to properly anonymize micro-blogging text.
We aim to make the final corpus available through the
same indexing platform (KorAP) used for CoRoLa,
thus enabling existing users to take advantage of the
new resource in a similar way. Properly anonymized
sub-corpora, such as the manually annotated gold cor-
pus introduced in this paper, will also be made avail-
able for download in different formats, enabling other
researchers to train and evaluate their own language
models.
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